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(82 total survey responses)
What do you think of the draft interior layout (floor plan) for the new high school?
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Why is art on all different floors? They should be all together. If the music department
gets to stay together, then so should the visual arts department. Plus, it would be
confusing to new students where their classes are. Each core topic should have a
section of the building; for example, art all together, sciences all together, math all
together etc. (2)
Will there be community spaces available for use after school hours (2)
Classrooms are spread out over too many floors. Navigating multiple sets of stairs
causes a lot of stress for certain kids (like mine). Cafeteria space looks too small; due to
security issues you should plan on having space for everyone to eat inside the school if
necessary. I don't see a library or other places where you might have study hall. I also
don't see any lockers. A lot of kids are very stressed at school. You need more areas
where students can get some space and relax.
It seems too condensed, very few places to see outside the building, I know our existing
school is like that, but it is quite unpleasant. To fix it however, you would need to spread
the school out more, that might limit parking, so I know it is a tradeoff, but I think it is a
tradeoff worth having. Exterior windows in the library and the dining area seem
especially important.
Natural light and security is good. The alumni area should provide class to many
functions. The floor plan appears to use too much space for athletics, and too little space
for academics. There are too few classrooms. The Golden Bear Blvd is a nice idea, but
wastes too much space.
Overall I like it. I do have questions about entrance/egress doors. Do we need so many
studio spaces? What kind of seating capacity is in the natatorium? Will the commons be
available for athletes to hang out in while waiting to swim? Is there a space available for
concessions for all the indoor sports and music programs?
Interior layout looked good. What is Dist Prof Area? Consumes a very large footprint.
The layout of the interior seems good. I wonder if the main academic area will be
congested since all the kids will be in one section of the building. I think the school store
that sells UA gear should be closer to the entrance so parents don’t cut through the
lunch commons to access it.
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The layout seems good except for the distance between the nurse and students. It looks
pretty far from them. What about emergencies and travel time cutting into time when kids
should be learning?
I think it looks great! It would be cool if there were more outdoor learning areas. Also,
can the competition gym be viewed from the upper floors in the common areas of the
school?
It looks great.
Looks good. Not sure about the kitchen/food service right by the
stage/theater/auditorium. There may be too many simultaneous events or conflicts such
as people flow or food vs. cultural event. Could be good if concessions comes from
kitchen/food service area. Where is the concessions on this floor plan? How will
meetings be held in the dining commons if there are other events/people traffic like
basketball? Dining commons looks too small on this floor plan. Can't find the Little
Theater, isn't there a need for one? Don't see enough detail on 2nd/3rd floors, like
science/computer labs.
The community DOES NOT want glass between the classrooms or facing the hallways.
Students get distracted too much as it is. Sound will get transmitted too much between
classrooms. Glass walls are not safe. Glass walls do not allow for confidentiality and
student privacy. There do not appear to be enough classrooms to allow for the growth
that you are projecting. Students are more anxious now than ever and glass walls will
only make this worse because students will always feel like someone is watching them.
Students will feel even more self-conscious at school with glass walls. Too much of the
new school is being devoted to athletics and extracurricular activities and not enough to
academic classrooms. Garage doors and collapsable walls transmit too much sound and
are too distracting. Glass walls are too expensive.
I am excited about the courtyard and "main street" feel. I would like to see artwork
(current students) as well as historical memorabilia displayed on pillars or along the
walls of the Golden Bear Boulevard.
I like the long hallway but it seems that athletics is the main focus of the building while
classrooms were just pushed off to the side.
Looks great!
The layout is fine. Construction of the project is a disaster waiting to happen.
Need more doors at the entrances /exits on the north and east side of the building.
Dining area seems to be pitifully small - where will you store tables and chairs when not
in use?
Needs multiple elevators and a bigger dining hall
Seems odd that science rooms are on all 4 floors. I also would have thought the school
store would be closer to the entrance for day visitors
I like it! I particularly like the Golden Bear Boulevard and the natural light.
Looks like a logical and clean design. Spaces are grouped by use, easy to navigate.
Nice use of space going up several floors. From a public safety aspect, the main access
doors are logically located with potential staging areas in several locations easily
accessed by first responders through the parking lots, which is great.
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I think it looks great! I love the open feel and how tall the ceilings will be in the
lunchroom, gym and other areas. I love the common spaces outside the classrooms.
Looks like a lot more space and that is great! Also I love all of the windows and natural
light in the building.
Looks great but no glass walls would be best.
It would be nice if outdoor learning space/courtyard had a central location & central
access.
Honestly it does not look very creative or forward thinking. It reminds me a bit of the
setup of how Alcatraz was designed.
The athletic footprint is too large, while the academic footprint is too small. I don't see an
increase in the number of academic classrooms.
If we want to prepare our students for the real world, disciplines should not be broken up
on multiple floors. This seems dated by isolating content areas on multiple floors.
Corporations/businesses align employees in clusters with other individuals tasked with a
similar projects, why are we splitting up disciplines on multiple floors? For example, the
visual arts classrooms should be clustered together on one maybe two floors keeping
the creative culture strong in the building and not watering it down by spreading it out
over multiple floors (it could also potentially save money with the departments being able
to share resources). Emphasis on the arts would really set our school apart if the visual
arts were clustered at the entrance of the building or all along Golden Bear Blvd, this
would make for visible learning to everyone that enters the building and would show off
the district’s commitment to the arts. The Theater department has a cutting edge
performance space for all to see, this new iconic school should showcase the visual arts
in the same manner. It would be awesome if the visual arts courses were centered
around the first floor common space and the space also served a rotating gallery for
student work. This is not something other high schools in the area have. The location of
the nurse should be closer to the students and maybe offices on the 1st and 3rd floors. It
seems like there is a disproportionate amount of the budget going towards athletics
rather than the academic core. Is an erg room really necessary? Will the athletic facilities
be open for public use after hours? As a taxpayer I am more likely to be okay with this if
this space could be used as a community rec center during off hours. Why do the
coaches have offices but not the teachers?
There is a surprising amount of athletic space given the whole size of the plan.
I think it is fine. Would like to know a little more details about what grades and classes
on each level.
I really like how the arts are integrated into the plans on each floor. My only concern the
logistics of mobile supplies and ventilation specs.
Wasteful. Do we really need four indoor basketball courts? Four stories will not fit into
the neighborhood.
It looks exciting
lo
Not enough open classroom/collaborative learning space. Building entrance bottleneck.
Entrance not near student parking. Lockers?
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I'd like to see more daylight and views for the students when they are moving between
classes. More access to the outside and views of nature.
Nice.
It seems very sports focused!
It's hard to discern which classrooms would be located in which areas, but having all the
arts, sciences, counselors, math, and other departments in centrally located areas
makes the most logical sense. I like the open floor plan and hallways. It would be great if
each classroom/office has a window. Perhaps an atrium or open space in the middle of
the gym?
I think it looks awesome.
I think it's great. It looks like a modern space that's open, bright, and feels very forward
looking.
I do not see a dedicated area for school counselors. Will you still have a college career
counseling office?
I love it!
There could be some changes but seems like it may be set already.
With the increase to 4 floors will there be extended time for traveling between classes?
Honestly I don’t know:/ Of course way better then now, BUT why do the stands have to
be connected to the building? A number of the schools do outside learning and I know
that happens now at the HS. Where’s spots for that and like maybe eating lunch
outside? Also full on trees in the parking lots? Just the rectangle is throwing me. I guess
I was hoping for like wings. Wings for theatre, swimming, and whole separate for the big
three sports. Again hoping security was taken in total consideration? And to close
lunches?
We need a larger space for the erg room. UA has a nationally ranked Crew team and
needs the proper space to train, much like the basketball team needs a gym.
The erg room needs to be bigger. Crew is an extremely valuable sport for UA. They
deserve to have a proper erg room at the very least, since that is their ONLY space on
the entire campus.
Fine.
Needs revision. The room for the crew team (erg room) is far too small. It will only
accommodate 1/4 of the team and the team is still growing. There are currently 130
students on the team and there will be more next year. This is an extremely important
component for the team's ongoing success. The rowers consistently rank at the top
nationally. They aren't getting rowing tanks which already puts them at a disadvantage to
their competition. Considering the investments being made for other teams that are
much smaller I would think that the team could at least get the empty room they
desperately need.
It’s amazing but the erg room should be bigger
Seems slightly confusing. I’m worried about the kids getting around the school and to
class on time as the hallways seem very long and in the middle of nowhere.
The erg room is too small and should be larger to accommodate for our teams size
Overall seems to be good, I feel like the music rooms are a little out of place and
shouldn’t be near the reception or conference areas unless they were soundproof walls.
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Also considering the size of the team, the erg room seems way to small. Right now the
team uses at least 60 ergs at a time, and the ergs currently take up the whole lobby
during practices so the room would need to be about that size.
It’s getting there.
The erg room needs to be bigger, also art rooms need to stay together not on top of
each other, all on the same floor.
The erg Room for Crew is WAY too small. Can’t fit a whole team in it for a workout (what
other sport has a workout space that doesn't allow the team to workout together?) and
you could flip the space with whatever's next to it on the outside wall and add windows.
Would be a huge improvement.
On a draft that we saw before (I don't think that it's shown here), it looked like the Central
Office space was way larger than necessary. Maybe this was misinterpreted??? 55
individual rooms/office spaces???
The art rooms should not be near places which need to be quiet, or clean, as they are
inherently dirty and loud due to the hands on and collaborative in nature. All the art
rooms need to be in their own wing, or even in their own corner as there is just no way to
make them "quiet and clean". Arts are such a large part of UA, that they need to be
treated as well as the CORE classes are.
Please label entrances from outside for visitors! (auditorium/ swim/ gym etc)
I am wondering why specific classrooms are split into different floors - science/art
especially. I would imagine that having similar classrooms grouped together would allow
students opportunity to learn from each other and allow teachers a chance to collaborate
easily. I would also imagine that it would give students a comfort of security in a space
that is designated to allow for growth and failure. Failure in a space they are secure and
surrounded by staff members that support and share their views that would ultimately
lead to new learning.
I’m disappointed with the number of classrooms (studio spaces?). I understand that
teachers will not have independent classrooms. Where are their offices? Will some of
these studios become offices.
Where's the library?
Ok. Would want to see renders to understand how it looks, flows, etc. Will the band be
practicing on the football field or one of the practice fields? If they are practicing on a
practice field then it seems ridiculous to put the band room on the northeast corner of the
building and ask them to walk the entire length of the school block to the southwest
corner to practice when we are designed a new school from the ground up.
What is the plan for lockers/storage? I understand kids carry around a lot in their
backpacks, but what about coats?
Very nice, hopefully the glass can protect the students from potential dangers related to
the second amendment.
Overall good but please do not have glass walls for the classrooms. It's a safety and
distraction concern.
I worry about the freshman navigating all the steps, will they be kept in a separate area
from upperclassman. Some of the freshman come in so little, it may be very hard for
them to get quickly up several flights of stairs to classes (maybe this is not an issue).
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Tiny.
In general I like the layout and massing of the design. I'm disappointed that the building's
orientation is north south. The opportunity for the long elevations to be facing north and
south is a missed opportunity - sustainability, natural lighting, passive heating/ cooling,
etc.
I don't see the Little Theater
○ -The school store is in a dangerous location. Adults also come to the store, and
the way for them to get in in is by going through the whole student dining space.
The store should be closer to the main entrance, maybe in the entrance hall.
○ Happy to see that almost all the classrooms have windows.
○ There is a retractable wall between two music rooms. That will not be enough to
muffle the sound, and considering how loud music groups are all the groups will
be able to hear each other distractingly clearly. The room should be farther apart.
○ Unless students can eat in the commons, I think the dining area is too small to
hold closed lunches in 2 lunch periods.
○ There should be more green space contained within the school. A courtyard that
students can be in with trees and grass that they can eat lunch in without leaving
the school.

What do you think of the initial design for the exterior of the new high school?
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Looks great! (3)
It looks nice with lots of green space. (2)
I love it! (2)
There doesn't appear to be any outdoor space for students to relax (courtyards, gardens,
eating areas, etc).
It doesn’t fit with our other city structures that are going up such as Lane Ave. corridor or
the refacing of Kingsdale.
Overall, the exterior is attractive. The many trees are attractive; will they be that tall
when planted? The plain expanse for the auditorium is too dominating. The drawings
make the "UAHS" in the home stands appear somewhat tacky. Can a bear outline or
something similar replace it?
I like the look. Locating the athletic and music programs together to leverage shared
spaces is an awesome concept. When done we will have a high school that all can be
proud of.
Exterior brick color appears to be orange in color?!? If so, it is awful. Strongly prefer
traditional brick color (red) or darker.
It seems a little bland. I like the entrance area but the exterior looks similar to what is
already there. Was hoping for a pitched roof or some brick or stone work that made the
school stand out a little. Once all the mechanical equipment is on the roof it is going to
look even more boxy and industrial.
My initial thought is that it looks cramped, especially around the baseball field as it
relates to the outfield fence - sidewalk - road(s). But, it does appear that there should be
less scheduling difficulty when it comes to athletic related events. I assume that the
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decision makers have taken into account the increased expense in caring for the
grounds (and school) if these plans become reality.
Looks well designed.
It looks compact and concise. Entrances around the school are not clearly marked or
wide enough. Game/field entrances and ticket booths need to be added. Student drop
off at main entrance does not account for flow of traffic. This initial plan will surely leave
Zollinger backed up to Kingsdale with drop off/pick up traffic. There needs to be a
circular flow for 2, 3, or 4 lanes of traffic and/or there needs to be ample parking spaces
at the main entrance for drop off/pick up traffic to pull out of line for a more lengthy
drop/pick up. Thought needs to go into the traffic imposition on the school neighbors
during AM/PM traffic, special events and student parking. Also, it is unfair to the
community to use Northwest Blvd. traffic lanes for student parking!
The exterior of the school should look traditional. It should have stone or traditional brick.
There should be solar panels or a green roof. The trees and green areas are nice.
I would like to make sure that there are more classroom /studio spaces than currently
exist at the high school. We are limited in what we are able to offer and how staffing is
distributed by classroom space - I hope this has been taken into account.
It's boring. I was waited to comment until I could think on it more and have concluded
that I don't like it. I was expecting a lot more for $140M. Something more traditional
would fit in better. This is not what I was hoping for.
The design is fine. Construction of the project at the existing site is reckless.
nice. like the windows
I like having so much parking. That’s great. Why so many sports fields? Where is the
football field? put solar panels on roof
looks nice
Not a big fan of the brick color. Was a traditional red brick exterior surveyed? I have
heard that the current appearance of the exterior scored the highest of all the images
shown; however, many people say that the initial exterior image options were very
limited. I think you should conduct a second survey with OTHER BRICK COLORS in the
image options, as the exterior look is a big area of contention (from what I've heard from
others and seen on social media).
I like the use of natural light, the added green spaces, especially the 2nd level and 4th
level green spaces. Hopefully those rooftops will include solar panels?
Looks great! I like that there are still 2 drop off areas. I also like the you kept some of the
existing trees. Love the outdoor classroom space and looks like there will be plenty of
room for the kids to play and learn!
Also looks great! Four stories is a great idea
Underwhelming - may be hard to tell from renderings but it looks too much like current
building.
It is a very tight fit of everything on a small parcel.
It looks fine.
Nothing special looks like most new constructions.
Exterior is fine.
Looks good.
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I like the way it looks but would like to see it be more visually interesting.
imposing brutish inspired architecture. does not fit into community. too tall.
I like the glass and brick combination.
too much space used for sports. student parking remains a huge problem. students with
lots of gear cannot access the school easy enough or transfer their gear effectively.
I feel it's pretty weak. This is our one chance to make a statement where a school does
not look and feel like a prison. To highlight the learning on the inside and be an
inspiration to our students and community. It's our moment to be iconic.
Nice
It would be great if there were more modern elements (glass and natural lighting).
Looks great. I'd say have those two additional fields be turf fields as well. If we're going
to do it, let's do it right.
It's going to be a massive building...which we need. There aren't many
interesting/aesthetic architectural features to the exterior. I'm not terribly concerned
about that (the best architectural features are on the inside), but with such a large
structure, I hope with window placement, etc. it helps keep the building from looking too
institutional. I have faith in the designers and decision-makers on this.
I think it looks great!
I hope the thought of longevity has been considered. No cutting corners. This new
building will need to last a very long time. A gabled or slanted roof would be better in the
long run considering all the leaks/issues that come with flat roofs.
Looks nice, are parking spots increasing?
Don’t really know once again as seems like a giant rectangle.
The lack of windows and factory lol is concerning.
I'm concerned about the lack of classroom lighting on the side with the football
bleachers.
Fine.
Gorgeous and very impressive
The erg room is too small
I think it looks very neat and clean, it looks very modern.
I thought it would look a little more modern.
it looks nice
I like it. Enough Class & enough glass. Don't get sucked in by the crazy's that want a
ultra modern look. We need it to add to the community with class, not takeaway from it
as an eyesore. Think Jones when tweaking the look, not Hastings.
Fine. Nothing special.
The exterior design is very nice and attractive.
I think it fits into our community.
It doesn’t seem to fit in with the architecture of the surrounding area
I do NOT like it. I am a massive supporter of the schools, levy and this administration but
this looks like a boring corporate campus building, similar to the recent Nationwide
buildings in Grandview Yard. It's neither traditional nor modern and it doesn't say high
school and doesn't look UA. We have an ugly high school now and this would continue
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that tradition. I am entirely underwhelmed by this and would be disappointed that this is
the best design we can get for a $140M.
Would like to see solar incorporated into the plan and more skylights over the gyms and
pool. Also would like to see green/garden roof incorporated. Hard to tell if the brick over
the theater is the same as the rest of the exterior brick? I think it should be.
Very nice, but where is the parking lot?
Please do not make it look to sterile or generic or super modern, please give it some
character.
Tiny
The entrance with all the glass is nice. I like the design of the windows on the academic
area.

What do you think of the draft site layout (parking, athletics, etc.) for the new high
school?
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Is the pool 50 meters by 25 yards? With an excellent swimming and diving and water
polo program, they should get an excellent facility. With the most all Americans and
many state championship titles, they should get better facilities. (2)
Good (2)
The outdoor area is all parking lot and sports fields. If you did a 2-3 floor parking garage
you could give the school a bigger footprint. You should join with the city on things that
are seldom used for high school activities like the swimming pool and tennis courts. This
would free up space at the high school and save the schools a lot of money on
construction and ongoing maintenance.
I like the incorporation of the locker rooms and stadium together, that will be great for the
athletes and coaches.
Trees in the parking lot provide a welcome change.
Very good use of space. I am concerned about drop off and pick up areas for student
who do not yet drive.
It includes all required amenities but is still very tight. Thought the school would face
Zollinger not Brandon. Entrance will not have the prominence it could due to one way
nature of side street (Brandon). Makes me wonder why go to the trouble to move the
stadium if a better design isn’t achieved?
Parking and fields seem adequate. I think if only juniors and seniors can drive to school
and if campus is closed or restricted to only seniors leaving for lunch parking will be fine.
No problems.
I recall hearing during the campaigning for the levy that at worse parking would be equal
to what it is today. Is that the case based on the draft? Even if it's the same I think it's a
BIG problem - I own (and currently live) 2852/54 Mount Holyoke Rd and see firsthand
how the needs are not met, but I don't think they can be completely met but I wonder if
they should be better met rather than the desire to equal what was a problem previously.
I recall the increase in future class projections as partial justification for the new build yet
parking from best I can tell hasn't gotten much traction.
Is the number of parking spaces going to be the same?
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It could be workable if traffic and parking are made thoughtfully and efficiently. The
campus needs to be self-sufficient in student/staff and event parking. It is not fair to the
school neighbors/businesses to plan on using their streets/parking lots for overflow. A
new campus and site draft needs to account for all traffic and parking needs. Maybe a
parking tower needs to be added or apartment property needs to be acquired to turn into
parking. Where is the practice field? If it is in the southwest corner then, where will the
equipment room be? Sport players can not always practice on the main field and that's a
long way to haul equipment or use the locker room/toilet. Will they need large golf carts
for equipment?
In the football stadium bleachers the “A” and the “S” should be yellow. The “U” and and
the “H” should be black to prevent vandalism. Athletics it taking up a lot of the
resources—are there enough resources for academics?
I really like the there are separate entrances that will allow community members to
access the AD office, pool, book store - without being intermingled with students during
academic hours.
The general layout is ok but the school seems shoehorned in to the site to make room
for athletics rather the other way around.
Looks Great!!
It is misguided to construct around the existing high school. I do not believe this plan
was well designed. How will construction impact morning drop off? How will you keep
students safe around construction equipment?
need some covered bike racks
What’s wrong with the current fields and high school? It’s fine as it is. Waste of money
it's compact
Love it!
Again, a logical design, easy to navigate, keeps the public in the areas of the school
property they should be in, and out of the areas they shouldn't be in. Nice sized parking
lots with multiple street access points next to each athletic area.
Looks great! Looks like plenty of parking...I remember there being a parking issues when
I was at UAHS so I hope that there is plenty of parking! Love all of the windows and
natural light in the new building.
I thought there was originally going to be a pull in for drop off and pick up. This seems
essential for traffic flow and safety.
Lots of parking which is great
Need some type of courtyard
It looks like the stadium is the most important feature of the school. The lack of parking
is absurd for a school of that size.
Parking is tough to tell without a comparison to the current building. Hopefully the new
building has more parking spaces. It's tough for visitors to find spots during the school
day.
Athletics is taking over and will be awesome but at what cost to the academics?
Doesn't look like enough parking. There is no outside gathering space or outdoor
common place.
insufficient parking for a high school. too much space is dedicated to fields.
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I want to make sure the parking lot does not look like the parking lot at the Library and
Tremont. There is not enough space to navigate it successfully. It might hold more cars,
but it is awful.
why two baseball fields and 10 tennis courts...8 courts and 1 field the rest should be
parking...there is not near enough parking
Are we building a sports complex or a school? academics look secondary
I think one thing to consider is that there is enough landscaping along the city streets to
create a campus feel. Create places and spaces that enhance learning from a
site/urban/landscape perspective. Be inviting, be welcoming, be a part of the community.
I do not like the different colored track and the stadium does not appear to command a
presence like other high school stadiums in the area. Is there sufficient parking? Also, I
am NOT a fan of the super tight spaces at Tremont Library's parking lot so I hope there
is enough space for high school students, staff, and visitors to be able to pull in and out
of spaces safely. ua
Looks great.
Site layout makes a ton of sense. I'd like to know how many total parking spaces there
are in relation to how many currently exist.
It would be more cost effective to build the school along Brandon Rd. This would allow
the track/stadium and tennis courts to remain in the same location. All additional fields
could be relocated at Northam Park.
Looks great!
Not too sure how it’s all gonna work out as layout shows. Only time will tell.
I don't think there is enough visitor parking. If all Visitor spots full, Visitors will need to
park in neighborhood and walk back a block.
I hope it’ll work?!
We need more parking or we need to allow for more street parking in the area or busing
to the high school.
Seems good.
I have concerns about the small amount of room allocated to the Erg Room for the
rowing team. It seems disproportionately small compared to the space other teams get.
The erg room for the crew team is only large enough to hold a quarter of our team- it
should be enlarged
Okay but could be better. Maybe put the parking spots closer to the school rather than
all the athletic areas.
The erg room is too small.
I’m slightly concerned with the amount of parking since we already have to deny some
seniors parking spots, however I can’t tell exactly how many spots are on the plan right
now.
there might need to be a little more parking.
Big miss putting the practice field in the corner so far away from the stadium. Football
uses the stadium and practice field at the same time. Lacrosse practices in the stadium
but would use the practice field as well for its JV if it were by the stadium. need to rotate
the sports fields and flip the diamond by the stadium and the practice field in the corner.
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Fine. There isn't much that you can do with the available land. I hope that they actually
plant all of those trees, though.
The parking should be spread out more because when school gets out, it is extremely
chaotic to get out of the parking lot and it takes upwards of 20 minutes.
lack of parking will continue to overflow into the surrounding community! also, Is there no
accommodation for a "drop off" lane or area ?
LOTS of space for athletics. Not much green space for frisbee or just hangout.
It feels like the academic core was designed after everything else (and I know it's 4
stories vs 1 for most of the rest of the building). Where are the courtyards, open areas
that we had been shown all along? Not every kid does sports yet easily 80% of the nonparking lot area is just for sports. I understand we don't have enough land for everything
but this design is short-changing all students during the school day to benefit a few
students after school. Sacrifice one of the practice fields, some parking and a couple
tennis courts and give more space to the core, day-time mission of the school.
I think the orientation of the main entrance being so far away from the northeast parking
lot will make it seem like the quickest entrance is through the dining commons area. Not
sure how many people will walk to the main entrance the way it is orientated. But if the
plan is to have the entrance to the dining commons area locked from the outside then it
will force people to the main entrance.
Athletics is well done.
Parking is a concern. We live in the neighborhood directly north of the high school. We
currently have overflow parkers in our neighborhood everyday mostly on Brandon and
Kirkley Roads. Now that the new high school will be located even closer to our
neighborhood, I am concerned about massive amounts of overflow parkers on streets
without sidewalks and street lights. I would also like to know I can invite people to my
home during school hours and that they can find a place to park in front of my house.
Parking in the neighborhoods is going to become very important. These roads that are
used by hundreds of cars a day can not become parking lots for cars. There can not be
parking throughout the neighborhoods. For example, students already park on Northam
Road between Mt. Holyoke and Brandon, taking a 2 lane road down to less than one
lane. I've seen an elementary bus driver ask a student to move their car in the mornings
because the bus can not drive down Northam Road because of cars parked on both
sides of Northam directly across from one another. Parking for sporting events will be
changing too and push cars to different roads than the football stadium used to because
of location.
Looks like the coaches designed this maybe ask the teachers what they want
There won't be enough parking, there already isn't enough. There isn't enough room in
the erg room for the rowers. I like the indoor track idea.

Additional feedback?
●

Will there be parking for current students while there is construction? Will there be
enough parking for students at the new school? (2)
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It looks like you are building a giant athletic and arts complex. The city just did a parks
and rec survey that supports an indoor swimming pool and recreation facilities. You
should join with them to share these amenities and focus on educational activities.
Nice work thus far.
I wanted to be “blown away” and I wasn’t. What makes this design iconic?
I hope they can make a few changes to the exterior to make it more exciting. We can
have a little modern in UA, it should look like a 1950’s building with glass on one corner.
Why haven't we been shown anything about what the actual classrooms will look like?
That's where kids will spend most of their day. I hear there will be glass walls between
the hall and the classrooms. Someone even said there will be glass walls between some
of the rooms! Is any of that true? I sure hope not! When will this be addressed?
My additional feedback relates to elementary schools - I don't feel I'm informed at this
point to speak on those plans so I don't want to possibly throw off the survey numbers.
But, I have experience in registering my son for kindergarten (class 2031) and all that
goes with that. For the most part it's been what I'd assume to be a normal experience.
The exception being aftercare (SAAC) and the accessibility thereof. I was told that the
limiting factor is space, which I appreciate but I don't recall ANY mention of this as a
need as part of the levy campaign. I could also see part reason as available teachers to
oversee SAAC. Regardless of the reason I find it incomprehensible that the
supply/demand of SACC can become so great that families such as mine where both
parents work aren't able to make it onto a waiting list yet alone into the program. I hope
discussions relative to this were indeed had as part of the levy campaign and I just
missed them and if they weren't that they are because I can't imagine the educators of
UA not seeing the importance and value in the development of our young children - my
wife and I both grew up and graduated from UAHS which is why we are here now and
planning for our son to one day be a graduate. Should anyone want to reach out to me
please feel free - I try not to be overly critical but realize I can be and for that I apologize.
The public needs frequent updates and details of these plans throughout every phase.
They also need to give input throughout every phase so attention is given to all details
and nothing is overlooked or becomes a disappointment later. Student input would be
valuable if possible to seriously gather.
Listen to the high school teachers.
I am concerned that we are constructing a building that will already be "tight" and I hope
that we will be able to accommodate the ever-growing population and needs of our HS
community.
Do better.
Is it enough parking?
How do you intend to provide the safest possible learning environment for teenage girls
with construction crews working just outside the high school?
too much emphasis on athletics. would be better to have more classrooms and larger
LC. move athletic fields off site
More computer labs. More elevators, put solar panels on roof, what’s wrong with current
high school?
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It seems like the talk about daytime natatorium access rumors will quash the interest in a
community rec center
Again, conduct another survey of the exterior look, or at least of the brick color. I also
would like information on the environmental impact of the new building and any
initiatives that have been done to insure it's considered to meet some "green" standards.
Great job - I love this design and think it will serve students and the community well for
years to come.
Thank you for all of your hard work on the this project. I know it has taken a bunch of
people many, many, hours of hard work to get to this phase and I am so happy with what
I am seeing. I can not wait for my daughter to go school in such wonderful buildings. We
have always had wonderful teachers and staff now we will have wonderful building!
Thank you!
Are you getting student feedback as well during this process?
More classrooms are needed.
How is this not a 1950s building? There are few fancy names like "studio" and "flex", the
use of glass walls and garage doors, but nothing really innovative. This seems like most
other high schools in the academic core.
Looks like the classroom section of first floor can be closed off from after hours stuff,
which is good.
just as we don't offer all things in academia, we don't need to offer all things sportsrelated. people needing specialty sports or affiliated resources should seek them out
outside of the school building. Perhaps move much of this to Parks and Rec. I propose a
formula to figure number of students who benefit (not just utilize) such facilities before
investing money in building these sports facilities. I saw this year such a very small
percentage of student athletes actually follow their sport into college. Additionally, the
high school sports experience helps VERY few kids actually get into college or help pay
for college. The return rate for investment in academia v. sports is historically much
higher nationwide. Spending so much of our resources and emphasis on sports does a
disservice to our students and their future.
I understand the community feeling for "security" but conversely we are educating the
future of our community and preparing teenagers to be independent and valuable
citizens, they are our future. By creating a campus that feels "locked down" we are only
perpetuating a society of fear. I do not want my children to have anxiety on a daily basis
because of the way a building is designed for "security".
Central Office/Administrative desks appear to be extremely small for most staff and what
is needed at their workstations. It also appears storage space is too limited in
workstations as well as overall square footage in personal space. It also appears some
workstations will have staff facing each other, if the environment is totally open, without
at least partial walls/dividers this will not be accepted well.
The focus should be academics! It does NOT impress me as a modern layout promoting
academics and a learning environment for the future generation. Is the music area going
to be able to accommodate the growing orchestra program as well as the band and
vocal? Disappointed.
Keep up the good work!
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It's difficult to tell what's going on with the bookstore. I assume it's still going to be open
to the public. I do see that there is an entrance directly into the school from the outside
which is better than having public customers wandering the building. It makes a lot of
sense to have the store facing the stadium side of the building so there can be
opportunities to capture sales from football game attendees at times. I'm sure there are
security mechanisms in place for the entrance from the store into the school. I would just
like to be reassured that it does not create a weak-link in the security of the school
building.
The current high school could be renovated to provide a natatorium/recreation center to
be used by the students and community.
I am so impressed with how everything looks! I do have a suggestions with regards to
street parking around the school but I don't know who to direct that to - the city or the
school. Since Mt Holyoke and Brandon are one way streets anyway, is there a way we
can do angled parking spots on the sides along the school and no parking on the other. I
feel this would be safer in and out and could fit more cars while also allowing service
vehicles better access.
I feel that the dock isn’t big enough to allot for more than one delivery at a time. No door
directly to the storage room from the dock? Why not? Will the proper equipment to
handle pallets be purchased? Also, who is going to be dealing with deliveries? No
cafeteria and allowing the kids to eat anywhere they want is a big mistake. Will people
be able to eat/drink in the new competition gym/auditorium/natatorium? Please consider
they not be able to. Gum & some candies are hard to get up without damaging the floor.
Also consider no canned soda. Only allow items with caps/lids. Glass walls also a
mistake. No safety for our kids should an active shooter situation arise. Custodial closets
with floor sinks and large drains instead of smaller drain pipes. A way to hang mops over
the sink to spray out after use and dry would also be effective. Toilets attached to wall
better than floor. Easier to keep clean and more sanitary. Two toilet paper dispensers in
EVERY stall! Two paper towel dispensers in every restroom/locker room. No stainless
steel! How many elevators will there be? Will there be wheelchair access to
everywhere?
I hope that there is a robust library, not just "common spaces". A library with is essential
to any school. I'm glad there is an erg room. Also, I hope that there are lockers.
Maybe we could vote on three? As yeah I don’t L-O-V-E this one and I want too for what
is at stakes.
Erg room for Crew team is not sufficient for a team of our size. Originally it was asked
that the room be big enough to support the girls or boys team at one time. You have
probably the biggest High school team in Crew, one that competes on the national level
and it should be a priority that this team is supported by the school. This team buys most
of their equipment without help from the school so it would be great if the school could
support these kids in giving them an erg room that would work for them. thank you
See above comment. I believe that more room should be allocated to the Erging/Rowing
facility. Upper Arlington has a rowing team of approximately 100 students. Furthermore,
the program is incredibly successful and qualifies numerous boats for national
competiton every year. How can 100 students be accommodated in that space? And
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additionally part of rowing training involves other activities, like circuit work etc. Where
would the team have space for those parts of training?
The crew team grows in number each year. The erg room you currently have planned
would only fit about a forth of our team. It would be much appreciated if you could make
this room big enough to accommodate our size, since most sports will get the space they
need.
Bigger erg room we can’t fit our entire team in the current design
Please make the erg room larger as only 1/4 of the current team could fit in it as it is.
The team is expected to continue growing as we are becoming a large nationally
recognized team.
Please make the erg room larger
The erg room should be larger
Erg room needs to be bigger to accommodate 140 rowers.
The erg room needs to be bigger.
The crew team accounts for 130+ athletes and they’ve asked for a simple space—yet
the amount of square footage allotted won’t even allow for half of the team to practice
together. The team has always been relegated to the hallway or worse and pays its own
way for space at the river and for equipment. The team deserves more space. How
much space is given to so many teams that are so much smaller?
Do not get sucked in by the crazies who want glass classroom walls and modern
unproven layouts. Also keep the exterior timeless with brick and stone. No colored
cinderblocks or metal siding.
1. I had a student yesterday tell me that she HATED the Active Learning Lab at the high
school (a room that we have used several times this year) because it is so hard to focus.
Glass (kids constantly walking past), furniture on wheels, etc... She said that it's a
nightmare for kids with ADHD. Personally, I don't care if the Board of Education wants
glass or not, but I feel bad that voices like hers (my student's) aren't being heard. 2. If
the Board of Education or administration determines that some aspects about the new
building are going to happen NO MATTER WHAT (like glass rooms), it would be nice if
they would a) make that clear to staff so people don't get frustrated about "not being
heard" and b) come talk with the staff face-to-face (not through forms, index cards, etc.)
to explain their rationale and HEAR our voices. Disclaimer: I honestly don't care about
glass... Make the whole building glass (sorry, birds). I just use that example because it is
a hot issue for many people. I just get tired of seeing colleagues feeling frustrated (see
Q12 survey) and feeling like their time is being wasted by even giving feedback when
decisions are already made.
My child is autistic and I worry about the lighting, the sound of the alarms, the bells for
class change, the carry over noise from blended workspaces will be too much
stimulation/ causing sensory issues.
Are we building a mixed use sports complex / office complex or a high school?
Make sure there is a lot of natural light in the dining commons area. Hard to tell from the
rendering if there is enough? Plant as many large/fast growing trees as possible. Really
like the plans and hope that the final sticks to it as much as feasible.
Nay
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common space for group projects and studying is very important. I've seen my college
student spend so much time outside of school using this. Kids in UA have to go the
upstairs of Giant Eagle now. Please create these spaces for them at school. Also,
please make sure the grounds and landscaping that is being planned is actually
maintained. It looks so bad now, it is not neat, clean, well maintained, there are always
weeds everywhere throughout the grounds of the HS, landscaping can go a long way to
making it look classy and meticulous.
Looks like a sports complex not a school. The emphasis should be on the teaching
facilities not the sprawling athletic facilities
What are the green/sustainable initiatives with this large new building? It should be clear
and part of every presentation.
No.

